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Vampire Hunter D Volume 28: the Tiger in Winter
D has crossed over the southern border, into the domain of the cruelest and most
evil of the royalty, General Gaskell. On the way, he picks up a "victim" — one of
few survivors in the villages-and makes way with her and the Deliverers. Along the
way, he is attacked by the Drowned, and fights many more unspeakably horrible
enemies. All of this suggests that Gaskell — who was supposed to have been put to
death under the light of the sun — is still very much alive. But why? * Features
twelve black-and-white line illustrations by Yoshitaka Amano.

Slayer
Follow Nicole Knickerbocker Hawthorn (Nickie Nick) as she discovers her destiny as
The Protector, a powerful vampire hunter. Ashe, a dark and mysterious stranger,
helps Nickie and her friends solve the mystery behind several bizarre
disappearances. Suitable for teens, enjoyed by adults, the story is full of
interesting steampunk gadgets, mad scientists, bloodthirsty vampires, and
mesmerized zombies. This paranormal adventure is sure to appeal to fans of
Boneshaker, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and the Vampire Diaries. The Zombies of
Mesmer is a Gothic Young Adult Paranormal Romance novel set in Victorian
London.

Raven
Based on the character by Japanese author Hideyuki Kikuchi and visualized in the
revered illustrations of Yoshitaka Amano, this original bust of Vampire Hunter D
captures the beauty, grace, and cloaked mystery of the futuristic avenger. Possibly
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immortal, his origin uncertain but twined between vampire and human, he protects
his pale skin with flowing hair, cloak, and a distinctive wide-brimmed hat. In a
move inspired by the manga genre, and as a special treat for art lovers and statue
collectors, Dark Horse has commissioned a special rare variant companion piece to
the Vampire Hunter D bust as sculpted by Tim Bruckner. This version highlights the
nuance of the monochromatic art style of Amano, as recreated by master
prototype painter Kat Sapene.

Hideyuki Kikuchi's Vampire Hunter D Vol. 2
The mysterious D is a vampire hunter, one of those who protect the ordinary
humans against the alliance of mutants and the race of vampires known as the
Nobility, in the distant future of 12,090 A.D.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 14: Dark Road Parts 1 & 2
This handsome, landscape-style hardback contains nearly 400 illustrations and
photos from the incredible career of Final Fantasy designer Yoshitaka Amano. But
Beyond the Fantasy covers far more than just the famous game series. Amano's
artistic journey goes back to his first job in 1967 - age 15, working on Speed Racer!
From animator, to illustrator, to internationally exhibited painter, this biography is
a look not only into the work of Amano's life, but the influences, techniques,
philosophy, and family that have nurtured it.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 4: Tale of the Dead Town
The “golden brat” Reinhard von Lohengramm, a military prodigy and admiral of the
Galactic Empire, has ambitions beyond protecting the borders or even defeating
the empire’s enemies. He seeks to overthrow the old order and become a truly
absolute—yet benevolent—dictator. His rival, the humble Yang Wen-li of the Free
Planets Alliance, wishes to preserve democracy even if he must sacrifice his
political ideals to defeat the empire. Their political and military battles play out
over a galactic chessboard in an epic saga fifteen centuries in the making! -- VIZ
Media

Vampire Hunter D Bust (Mono Version)
The Vosges Mountains in France; Transylvania; and the gloomy streets of late 19th
century London. These are the settings to a vampire story like no other. A destiny
to be fulfilled; cannibalism; vampires; a meeting with Death; and a murder mystery
that has never been solved - until now, in this violent world of make-believe. One
man is unwillingly thrust into this world: Raven

Vampire Hunter D Volume 30: Gold Fiend
In this chilling adventure, Vampire Hunter D has been dispatched to vanquish the
ancient vampiric Noble Count Braujou, guardian of an ancient buried treasure. But
when a mysterious object crashes into the earth, destroying half of the northern
Frontier, D faces an even more terrifying opponent-the renegade vampire Valcua,
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the Ultimate Noble! Having been exiled to outer space, Valcua took his entire
kingdom of strange and deadly creatures with him, and swore that when the time
was right they would return to have their revenge. Unfortunately for D, that time is
now . . .

Vampire Hunter D
Failing to kill a god brings more than a stain to your reputation as a killer. It brings
the wrath of others upon your head -those who hired you, those you tried to kill,
the family of the targetall of whom have the ability to destroy you with a mere
thought. When Sven took on the task of removing a Norse lesser god from
creation, his reward wasn't gold or silver, but his very soul. After hunting the
trickster he is thwarted by the god of thunder who ejects his soul from Valhalla and
into the great beyond. Neither ancient spells nor modern witches can locate his
lost soul. The feathered minions of the Jewish carpenter aren't helping by teaming
up with his target. As Loki sets a final trap, Sven must face threats far greater than
his mortal mind can conceive. Sven Ericsson; Viking, Vampire, Enforcer,
AssassinHunter of lost souls.

The Zombies of Mesmer
"In a fleeting last breath, a beautiful woman on her deathbed hands a strange
gemstone to D and asks that he deliver it to her sister in a remote North Sea
fishing village. As D cuts across never-ending expanses of Frontier in search of his
seaside destination, he is relentlessly attacked by wave after wave of mercenary
and monsterall employed by the man who murdered the young girl. In order to
grant a dying wish, D must find a way to keep this priceless jewel out of everyone's
covetous reach, and all without sacrificing his own life!"--Amazon.com.

A Wind Named Amnesia
Worlds of Amano provides a rare look inside the creative process of one of the
most influential popular-culture artists working in Japan in the last thirty years.
Originally published in France, Worlds of Amano presents a unique overview of
Yoshitaka Amano's diverse work. This vast introduction allows one to take in the
full measure of the immense talent of this famous Japanese illustrator, who is so
well known for his designs of the Final Fantasy video games. Eclectic and
apparently without limit, Amano's art is stunning. Drawing on numerous projects
from over the last thirty years with many rarely seen illustrations, this book
captures the rare beauty and inspiration of Amano's vision. * Available for the first
time in English.

The White Vampire
The Apocalypse didn't end with a BANG, but with a whimper. Silently, the 'amnesia
wind' swept away all of mankind's knowledge. Thousands of years of human
civilization vanished overnight as people forgot how to use the tools of modern
civilization; who they were, how to speak - everything! Technology decayed as
mankind was reduced to an extremely primitive level. Two years after the
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devastation, a young man explores a nation reduced to barbarism: America.
Miraculously re-educated after the cataclysm, he is accompanied by a young
woman - somehow spared the obliterating effects of the amnesia wind. Pursued by
a relentless killing machine, they search for those responsible for stealing their
memories.

The Last Vampire
In the title story, "Dark Nocturne", D is hired to unlock the secret of a siren's song
that is drawing men in their twenties to their deaths in the hills outside Anise
Village. In "Notes on Imagined Autumn" D finds himself caught between two lovers
during a ritualistic sacrifice in the village of Shirley's Door, but if D can't stop the
sacrifice will all in the village be doomed? And in "Legend of the War Demons" two
living weapons, genetically engineered creatures who are the last remnants of a
war waged hundreds of years in the past, find that battle is not so easily forgotten.
It's up to D to stop their unending conflict before it consumes the present as it did
the past.

Vampire Hunter D Vol. 4
A mixed band of travelers from an inn, spared by seeming chance from a bizarre
landslide that rushed and receded like a wave, find shelter in an ancient village
older even than the most forsaken settlements on the Frontier! Indeed, for fearful
rumor has it that once long ago the village was a testing ground of the Sacred
Ancestorthat sought to twist the genes of aliens, humans, and Nobles into a new
form of life! What was formed here in the distant past seeks to nourish itself on the
travelers and rise again. Can D save them and destroy the evil legacy--or is his
arrival exactly what the village requires for its nightmare to awaken at last?

Vampire Hunter D Volume 7: Mysterious Journey to the North
Sea, Part One
When Vampire Hunter D entered the town of Sedoc it was in search of answers to
the meaning of a dying vampire's last words: "Find Muma." But when he meets
Mia, the daughter of the local fortuneteller, he learns the mists emanating from a
smoking crater on the outskirts of Sedoc have reanimated thousands of corpses,
compelling them to crawl from their graves and hurl themselves into the smoking
chasm. When D goes to investigate, he finds himself split in two: a second Vampire
Hunter D, full of passion and lust and hunger for the company of women, is born! *
Features eleven black-and-white line illustrations by Yoshitaka Amano. "Richly
descriptive, filled with bone crushing action and horror aplenty, this is one wild ride
down the highway to Hell." - Active Anime

The Zone Continuum
Kaname, the pureblood vampire, has kept to his room since learning of Yuki and
Zero's forbidden act. However, the arrival of Ichijo's grandfather brings the entire
Night Class together to greet one of the oldest vampires on the senate. Ichijo's
grandfather says he's there merely to visit his grandson, but he's out for Kaname's
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blood. -- VIZ Media

Cirque Du Freak #9: Killers of the Dawn
In the near future, almost the entire world lies in the iron grip of the power-hungry
conglomerate, Persona Century Corporation. The city of Shinjuku has, until this
point, remained outside the grasp of this greedy company, but in spite of this, or
perhaps because of it, it has become a dangerous and lawless town, teeming with
rebels and terrorists. One day, a handsome, enigmatic young man by the name of
Darkside mysteriously appears in Shinjuku. He, along with a small band of rebels,
will attempt to break Persona's stranglehold on the world, if it isn't too late.

Yoshitaka Amano: the Illustrated Biography-Beyond the
Fantasy
Stephen King’s second novel, the classic vampire bestseller ’SALEM’S LOT, tells the
story of evil in small-town America. For the first time in a major trade edition, this
terrifying novel is accompanied by previously unpublished material from King’s
archive, two short stories, and eerie photographs that bring King’s fictional
darkness and evil to vivid life. When Stephen King’s classic thriller’SALEM’S LOT hit
the stands in 1975, it thrilled and terrified millions of readers with tales of demonic
evil in small-town America. Now, thirty years later and still scaring readers witless,
’SALEM’S LOT reemerges in a brilliant new edition, complete with photographs,
fifty pages of deleted and alternate scenes, and two short stories related to the
events of the novel. While the original edition of ’SALEM’S LOT will forever be a
premier horror classic, ’SALEM’S LOT: ILLUSTRATED EDITION, with the inclusion of
material from King’s archive, is destined to become a classic in its own right and a
must-have for all Stephen King fans. In this edition, the hair-raising story of
Jerusalem’s Lot, a small town in Maine whose inhabitants succumb to the evil allure
of a new resident, is told as the author envisioned it, complete with fifty pages of
alternate and deleted scenes. With a new introduction by the author, two short
stories related to the events and residents of Jerusalem’s Lot, the lavishly creepy
photographs of Jerry Uelsmann, and a stunning new page design, this edition
brings the story to life in words and pictures as never before. No library will be
complete without this ideal collector’s item for any King aficionado, the definitive
illustrated edition of the great ’SALEM’S LOT.

Darkside Blues
For over 20 years, the character Vampire Hunter D has haunted the imaginations
of people around the world, its image forever etched in the mind's eye through the
dazzling artwork of Yoshitaka Amano. As the original novels appear in English for
the first time, American readers are clamoring for a more extensive look at this
singular creation. Coffin obliges. This gorgeous retrospective embraces the full
scope of Amano's work with the character: in the novels, as inspiration for the
animators of the two theatrical films, rare paintings, and illustrations created for
release as limited edition prints. In addition to the breathtaking artwork, Coffin
features an original Vampire Hunter D short story by creator Hideyuki Kikuchi,
available nowhere else.
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Vampire Hunter D Volume 16: Tyrant's Stars Parts 1 & 2
Marquis Verenis--he's a powerful Noblehe's in possession of antimatter
technologyand he's three hundred million dalas in debt to Old El, the lender of last
resort out on the Frontier! The vampire lord even put up his castle as
collateral--but not a single collection agent dispatched by El has returned, so it's
time to call in an outside consultant, named D! But the mooching Marquis isn't the
only one who owes the financier big time and would rather kill Old El than pay
up--and those debtors too mean deadly trouble ahead for Deven if they are only
human!

Vampire Knight
Noelle now has her heart set on becoming Yuusuke's angel. Angels fly and angels
are precious. But what does it mean to be precious? As Noelle is learning about
angels, her invisible sister Sara decides to show herself to Yuusuke. Meanwhile the
evil Dispel sends more creatures to kidnap Noelle.

Worlds of Amano
A girl's dying wish sends D on an impossible quest in this riveting prose novel.
Even a reluctant hero can't refuse the last request of a beautiful woman. On her
deathbed, the mortally wounded woman gives him a strange gem and asks him to
deliver the priceless stone to her sister, far off in a North Sea fishing village. D's
journey is made ever more perilous by a series of scoundrels and rogues hired by
the girl's murderer. They'll stop at nothing to claim the jewel. Will they catch him?
Hideyuki Kikuchi's crackling narrative and Yoshitaka Amano's imaginative artwork
make this a must-read entry in the series.

Vampire Knight
An international sensation for more than two decades, the now-legendary monster
killer known only as "D" has conquered the worlds of movies, comics, and, since
the publication of the first novel in English in 2004, is becoming just as popular in
America and the English-speaking world as he has been in Japan for more than a
dozen novels. Now, for the first time, go behind the scenes of the phenomenon.
With rare artwork from Yoshitaka Amano and interviews that shed light on the
inspirations for the memorable stories, you'll have a front-row seat at the creation
of the two animated adventures of Vampire Hunter D, and learn new secrets about
the novels through detailed summaries.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 29: Noble Front
“Will get Buffy fans up in their feels.” —Entertainment Weekly A New York Times
and Publishers Weekly bestseller From bestselling author Kiersten White comes the
first novel in a series set in the world of Buffy the Vampire Slayer that introduces a
new Slayer as she grapples with the responsibility of managing her incredible
powers that she’s just beginning to understand. Into every generation a Slayer is
born… Nina and her twin sister, Artemis, are far from normal. It’s hard to be when
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you grow up at the Watcher’s Academy, which is a bit different from your average
boarding school. Here teens are trained as guides for Slayers—girls gifted with
supernatural strength to fight the forces of darkness. But while Nina’s mother is a
prominent member of the Watcher’s Council, Nina has never embraced the violent
Watcher lifestyle. Instead she follows her instincts to heal, carving out a place for
herself as the school medic. Until the day Nina’s life changes forever. Thanks to
Buffy, the famous (and infamous) Slayer that Nina’s father died protecting, Nina is
not only the newest Chosen One—she’s the last Slayer, ever. Period. As Nina hones
her skills with her Watcher-in-training, Leo, there’s plenty to keep her occupied: a
monster fighting ring, a demon who eats happiness, a shadowy figure that keeps
popping up in Nina’s dreams… But it’s not until bodies start turning up that Nina’s
new powers will truly be tested—because someone she loves might be next. One
thing is clear: Being Chosen is easy. Making choices is hard.

The Historian
The novel that was the basis for the hit motion picture Vampire Hunter D:
Bloodlustis available in English for the first time! The third volume of the popular
Japanese series Vampire Hunter D comes to America in Vampire Hunter D: Demon
Deathchase. The vampire hunter known only as D has been hired by a wealthy,
dying man to find his daughter, who was kidnapped by the powerful vampire Lord
Meierlink. Though humans speak well of Meierlink, the price on his head is too high
for D to ignore and he sets out to save her before she can be turned into an
undead creature of the night. In the nightmare world of 12090 A.D., finding
Meierlink before he reaches the spaceport in the Clayborn States and gets off the
planet will be hard enough, but D has more than just Meierlink to worry about. The
dying man is taking no chances, and has also enlisted the Marcus family, a
renegade clan of four brothers and a sister who don't care who they kill as long as
they get paid. Beautiful illustrations by Yoshitaka Amano complement the postapocalyptic plot, filled with chilling twists. FOR MATURE READERS

Hunter III- Lost Souls
It is the year 7000 by Noble reckoning, and the vampire rulers of the world have
grown complacent. When the Outer Space Beings invade, the Noble warrior
Greylancer must pit his skills and magic against the technology of the OSBs, quash
an anti-Noble rebellion, and, when he is critically injured, turn to mere humans for
help. The Three Thousand Year War of Vampire Hunter D begins here! -- VIZ Media

Hideyuki Kikuchi's Vampire Hunter D Vol. 1
In Sakuri, a young woman is about to be sacrificed to the vampiric Noblewoman
who reigns over the village. But before the princess can drain the life from the
woman, a young man tries to slay the vampire. He fails and manages to escape,
but in doing so incurs the wrath of the entire town. The citizens of Sakuri have
entered into a pact with the Undead princess and her monstrous bodyguards. With
the ritual offering disrupted, the vampire's armored bodyguards vow to murder the
villagers one by one until the would-be hero is captured. When Vampire Hunter D
learns of the villagers' bargain he knows he faces several almost impossible
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challenges-can he rid the town of the parasitic demons that plague it? What if
Sakuri's inhabitants don't want to be rescued? And can he uncover the secret that
even the vampire Noble is afraid to speak? * The lead character has also been the
basis of a best-selling PlayStation console game.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 9: The Rose Princess
Alisa Perne is the last vampire. Beautiful and brilliant, she hunts alone, living
among humans, living off humans. But someone is stalking her. Someone wants
her dead. And Alisa has a choice to make - to keep a long held promise or protect
the mortal she seems to be falling for.

'Salem's Lot
Outnumbered, outsmarted and desperate, the hunters are on the run, pursued by
the vampaneze, the police, and an angry mob. With their enemies clamoring for
blood, the vampires prepare for a deadly battle. Is this the end for Darren and his
allies?

Vampire Hunter D Volume 10: Dark Nocturne
First time in trade paperback: the third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
series. In Circus of the Damned-now in trade paperback for the first time-a rogue
master vampire hits town, and Anita gets caught in the middle of an undead turf
war. Jean-Claude, the Master Vamp of the city, wants her for his own-but his
enemies have other plans. And to make matters worse, Anita takes a hit to the
heart when she meets a stunningly handsome junior high science teacher named
Richard Zeeman. They're two humans caught in the crossfire-or so Anita thinks.

Legend of the Galactic Heroes, Vol. 1: Dawn
The Zones- extra dimensional planes of existence directly corresponding with our
own world, and populated by an ancient race known only as the Natives. As
mankind threatens its own existence with warfare and pollution, so too are the
Zones affected, shrinking ever smaller as a result of the havoc wrought upon Earth.
Now, the livable space of Manhattan's Zone 27 grows dangerously constrained,
forcing the Natives ever higher into the skyline, and two nigh-immortal champions
compete in an invisible war for dominance--but the consequences of their conflict
could shatter not only the stability of the Zone Continuum, but also that of reality
itself!

Noble V: Greylancer
The adventures of Vampire Hunter D continue! Vampires: murderous creatures in
the shape of humans, they stalk the night feeding on the blood of innocents.
Seemingly immortal, they can be destroyed only by the use of a stake through the
heart, severing of their heads, or exposure to sunlight. By the year 12, 090 A.D.
vampires have ruled the Earth for almost 300 years, and it is only these
weaknesses that have kept these foul monsters from totally overrunning the world.
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But what happens when those rules no longer apply? The village of Tsepesh sits in
the eternal shadow of an abandoned castle, a onetime stronghold of the Nobility,
the vampire lords who rule the devastated wasteland of the future. Ten years ago
four children disappeared while playing near the castle, only to mysteriously
reappear a month later. Now vampires have begun to hunt in the daylight. Are the
two events connected? The villagers turn to the vampire hunter known only as D,
but as he follows the children, now adults, the answers he finds may be more
terrifying than anything he could ever imagine. FOR MATURE READERS

Maohden (Novel)
D is a vampire hunter--and he's just been paid ten times his asking price to do
exactly that, an assignment to destroy Duke Van Doren, administrator of the
northern Frontier. Among the complications are that no less than three other
groups, each with their own agenda, are headed for the Duke themselvesand D's
supposed to hang back from striking until his target has eliminated all three! The
question is, will the Duke oblige the terms of the contract--or does he actually want
to be destroyed?

Circus of the Damned
Rido is gone, but the battle rages on at Cross Academy. The Night Class is still
under attack, and Headmaster Cross has joined the war to protect his students.
Zero, however, has vowed to get rid of all the Purebloods--including Yuki! -- VIZ
Media

Vampire Hunter D Volume 3: Demon Deathase
An "innovative" (The New Yorker) retelling of the story of Dracula. Told with the
flourish and poise of a talented storyteller, Kostova turns the age-old tale into a
compelling "late night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle) When a young
woman discovers a cache of ancient letters, she is thrown into the turbulent history
of her parents' dark pasts. Uncovering a labyrinthine trail of clues, she begins to
reconstruct a staggering history of deceit and violence. Debut novelist Elizabeth
Kostova creates an adventure of monumental proportions, a relentless tale that
blends fact and fantasy, history and the present, with an assurance that is almost
unbearably suspenseful and utterly unforgettable.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 13: Twin-Shadowed Knight Parts 1 &
2
When a floating city becomes the target of a rash of vampire attacks, only one
man can restore the oasis. "The City," a tiny metropolis of a few hundred sheltered
citizens floating serenely on a seemingly random course a few feet above the
ground, has long been thought safe from the predation of marauding monsters. It
seemed like a paradise. A paradise shattered when an invasion of apparent
vampires threatens the small haven. While the Vampire Hunter known only as "D"
struggles to exterminate the scourge, a former denizen of the city, the attractive
Raleigh Knight, and the brash John M. Brassalli Pluto VIII seize control of the city
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lurching it onto a new and deadly course. D's travails are just beginning. FOR
MATURE READERS

Vampire Hunter D
The mysterious D is a vampire hunter, one of those who protect the ordinary
humans against the alliance of mutants and the race of vampires known as the
Nobility, in the distant future of 12,090 A.D.

Vampire Hunter D Volume 2: Raiser of Gales
Demon City Shinjuku, home to monsters and magicians alike. The warlock Gento
Roran has broken his fifteen-year slumber and seeks dominion over the city. Now
resurrected from his accursed sarcophagus, he is accompanied by the Hyota, the
"small superman." A secret seal has proclaimed that "Those who control Demon
City will control the world." And so the stage is set for a fateful battle between
Gento and Setsura Aki! Meanwhile, Doctor Mephisto, the Demon Physician, is
treating a curious new patient -- a girl named Mayumi. Any man who has sex with
her dies soon afterwards! This deadly cause and effect appears to be nothing more
than coincidence at first. But only at first. And, assassination squads possessed of
the most unusual ways of dealing death come after Setsura. One after the next,
he's caught up in the fight of his life! What is this secret seal? And how is it
connected to Mayumi? Hideyuki Kikuchi has again unleashed his creative powers in
a thrilling and hair-raising tale of the supernatural in Maohden!

Coffin
When the mysterious Alistair appears from nowhere to rescue cute African
American girl Wyn from being attacked, she is intrigued to find out exactly who this
mystery man is. Alistair insists on taking care of her and ensuring her safety from
that moment forwards which deepens her intrigue and also her attraction for this
mysterious stranger. Especially as he already knows her name and EVERYTHING
about her. Wyn has no idea that she is about to embark on a life changing journey
full of romance, sex, mystery, action and adventure. The White Vampire Complete
Saga Includes: Desired By The White Vampire The Mystery Of The White Vampire
In Love With The White Vampire Claimed By The White Vampire

Vampire Hunter D Reader's Guide
Out on the Frontier, the killers called the "Nameless" have no wanted
posters--because everyone they go after winds up dead. Now D must measure his
sword against these grotesque and deadly freaks! Hired by the mayor of
Schwartzen to stop a corrupt political ploy that would sacrifice human lives to
appease the local Noble, Grand Duke Bergenzy, the vampire hunter arrives in town
to find his client has himself dropped dead under suspicious circumstances. His
widow, wanting no more bloodshed, begs D to simply forget the job--but D's
interest in the job is just beginning
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